Agile coaching - be one step ahead

“

Projektbeispiel

In this age of great digital change, companies must be able to react flexibly to
ever faster changes to the market. Through agile coaching we give you the tools
you need to always stay one step ahead, always with your eyes firmly on your
company’s targets.

Agile - Lean - Flexible
are just empty buzzwords
to you?
Then it’s high time you
changed your mind!
Our methodology:
> Agile software
development
> Agile requirements
engineering
> Agile testing
> Requirement analysis and
management
> Process analysis
> Process simplification

THE FIRST STEP...
...is the most important. Once you have decided to switch over to agile work, it’s
all about understanding what to expect on this path. It’s not just about adopting
the terms and rolls of the agile world, but also about internalising the values of
the agile manifesto.
Anyone can quickly get their head around the principles of agile practices. But
motivating people to implement them is the actual challenge. Each person must
ask themselves, “am I ready to take this path and break old habits?” Within your
company, you are required to give your employees the time and framework to get
to grips with these new circumstances. Our experts guide you on your path and
devise the right strategy together with you.
AN AGILE TEAM IS CREATED...
...when every team member shares a common vision and works towards this.
Here, it must be clearly defined which roles there are in the agile environment
and what these mean. It often so happens that not every role in an agile project
can be filled sufficiently. For example, a scrum master can rarely just focus on
their own tasks. Our coaches, in collaboration with you and your team, will find
approaches to monitor this imbalance and minimise them within the framework
of limiting factors. In close cooperation with your team in their everyday work,
we gain important information on what motivates the team and at what speed a
change can progress. It’s important for us that there are no ‘one size fits all’ solutions. Every team has its own history, needs and members and therefore requires
unique, customised support. Together with us you will learn how to recognise
and utilise your team’s cues.

FLAWLESS WORK = FLAWLESS RESULTS
This link should be self-evident, but many people find this difficult to achieve while working on everyday projects. Usually it’s not that the team members don’t want that, but that the wrong conditions have been established. If flawed documentation or inadequate standards have accumulated technical debts in implementation,
we will help you to identify the causes and introduce changes using the following techniques:
> Continuous integration and continuous delivery
> Test-driven requirements
> Story mapping
> Acceptance tests
RETROSPECTIVES AS AN OPPORTUNITY...
...for joint critical discussions with your team. In this step, your team will gain insights from the previous project
cycle, focus on areas which could be improved and plan the next iteration within the terms of your prescribed
vision. Your meetings must be prepared for adequately and conducted professionally so that your team get the
most out of them. Our agile coaches are well-trained to actively support you in planning and conducting useful
retrospectives.
A good team is more than the sum of its parts. It’s not about sticking strictly to a new doctrine, but welcoming the change and recognising its value. Our innovative approach allows us to both give direct feedback and
carefully press ahead with sustainable changes. We encourage your team to learn new things and awaken their
enthusiasm for new ideas. We don’t want to cajole anyone - we want to win them over. Using focused training
units and with the aid of presentation techniques we empower you to work together more constructively and
efficiently.
We show you the steps you need to take on your path to adopting an agile project form and develop a strategy
with you for how you can achieve your targets. Our professional experts enable us to work directly with your
areas of expertise and optimise your requirements management type. We support you in developing user stories and train you to critically scrutinise requirements to guarantee better cooperation between developers and
requirement providers. We highly value a cooperative relationship with our clients, which means that we can
introduce sustainable changes and will support you in doing so, even over a longer timeframe.

Your advantages at a glance:
> You will gain an impartial overview of your situation
> You will get hands-on support for all change processes
> You will benefit from a transparent procedure
> Our methodology can be combined with existing processes
> Our experts offer a wealth of experience
> The methods are scalable

Do you want to find out more? Then get in touch with us!
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